PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF BLIND PERSONS IN LISTENING TESTS IN DIFFERENT ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS
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ABSTRACT

Visually impaired people are often in target groups of various investigations, including basic research, applied research, research and development studies. Experiments in the development of assistive technologies - navigation aids or computer interfaces (auditory displays) - aim to incorporate the results of testing with blind subjects during development. Listening tests concerning the localization performance of blind subjects can be installed in various environments using different excitation signals. Generally, results can be collected only from a small number of participants and they are compared with results of blindfolded sighted subjects. The goal of this study was to include different environmental conditions (virtual reality, real life, free-field), different localization tasks and a larger number of participants both blind and sighted for comparison. Results indicate that blind subjects’ performance is generally not superior to sighted subjects’ performance from the engineering point of view, but further psychological evaluation is recommended.

1. INTRODUCTION

Everybody knows the “fact” that blind people can “hear better” than sighted. This issue is far more complicated than one short statement, which can be true or false under different environmental and measurement conditions. Although this is a basic research question about human perception, results can also be exploited in the applied sciences [1, 2]. Firstly, it has to be clearly defined what “hearing better” means: a better hearing threshold, more correct judgments on a virtual audio display, an increased localization performance in the anechoic chamber or a better usage of reflections during outdoor navigation (echolocation)?

2. MEASUREMENT SETUPS AND INSTALLATIONS

2.1 Audiometric screening

Audiometric screening of participants in listening tests should be a requirement for proper evaluation of measured results. Detectable hearing loss on one or both ears could affect localization performance depending on the importance of the hearing loss. Even carefully conducted tests often skip this procedure to save time and money. Usually, excitation signal
levels exceed background noise levels significantly; volume can be adjusted to be comfortable and if the investigation does not aim especially low-level perception or sensitivity, the results obtained will be accepted without the high cost and time demands of standardized audiometric screening.

In our case, our multi-level comparative evaluation required the correct measurement of the hearing thresholds. The sensitivity (hearing threshold) of hearing is related to the peripheral hearing system, from the movements of the eardrums to the inner ear’s functionality. It is assumed that if blind people’s sensitivity is not superior to sighted people’s sensitivity levels, any differences in the hearing abilities, localization etc. are not on the peripheral level, but are related to higher level processing in the nervous system and thus, it is something that has to be, and can be, learned.

The blind participants in our survey were invited to a standardized audiometric screening following the ANSI standard [8]. Only blind subjects were tested, the only part in the survey that is not comparative. The measurement setup included the Oscilla-USB350BS computer-based clinical audiometer, the accompanying driver software and the anechoic chamber. 15 male and 15 female subjects between the ages of 22 and 71 years participated. 22 of them were totally blind, the rest with 75-90% blindness. The scanned frequency range was 125 to 8000 Hz, using sinusoidal pure tones in 5 dB steps.

Figure 1 shows mean results of all measured values for the left and right ear respectively. The averaged audiogram does not differ (in dBHL) from those audiograms we usually measure of healthy sighted subjects in clinical audiology.

Figure 1: Audiogram shows frequency in Hz increasing from left to right as a logarithmic scale while intensity in decibels increases downward in a linear scale. Thresholds for the right ear are drawn as circles, in red, and are connected with red solid lines, while thresholds for the left ear are drawn as X’s, in blue, and are connected with blue solid lines.

2.2 Outdoor navigation tasks

Two experiments were designed for testing outdoor navigation skills, simulating real-life situations. They were selected following the recommendations of the local blind community. 120 blindfolded sighted and 34 blind persons participated.

2.2.1 Walking straight experiment

The task to walk along a straight line without visual feedback has been used in experiments for a long time [9-21]. People veer from the straight line shortly after the start, even ending up walking in circles. A 40-m concrete playfield was used for the tests, both with and without acoustic beacons. Acoustic signals (click-train and white noise) were played back from a loudspeaker (the target) that had to be approached [22-26]. Statistical analysis showed that the mean absolute error in meters from the target left and right are same for both groups. For walks without acoustic beacon, both groups veered enormously. For walks using any of the acoustic beacon signals, all but one participant in both groups reached the target.

Figure 2: Walking trajectories based on GPS tracking during the first try without sound for 120 blindfolded sighted (top left) and 34 blind subjects (bottom left). On the right, walking trajectories based on GPS tracking in the case of white noise excitation for sighted (top) and blind subjects (bottom).

2.2.2 Echolocation

The term echolocation refers to the ability to detect reflections in order to avoid collision with obstacles or to detect the distribution of obstacles in a space. Blind people take advantage of echolocation during navigation in unfamiliar spaces, e.g. on streets where they attempt to detect the existence or absence of cars, buildings, doors, corners etc. [6]. Our experimental setup included an outdoor sidewalk next to a building on a university campus (Fig. 3). Cancelling all other parameters (weather, shadows, cars passing by, touching the wall etc.) the task was to walk along the wall, tapping on the pavement with the white cane and listening to the reflections in order to find the corner (the missing reflections). Cancelling the effect of these parameters means that the measurement was repeated if any of these parameters changed or affected the trial. Statistical analysis showed significant difference between the two groups. While blindfolded sighted subjects had large errors both after and before the corner, blind subjects had no negative error (that would cause hitting the wall if they turned) and could almost perfectly detect where they had to stop. No subjects were trained prior to the experiment for this dedicated task, however, blind users were already comfortable with using the white cane as most of them were ‘early blind’.

2.3 Free-field experiment

Free-field experiments, tests were carried out in an anechoic chamber. 50 sighted and 36 blind subjects participated.
2.3.1 Front-back reversals

The audio playback system included two identical loudspeakers in the diagonal of the chamber with a listening position half way in between. Subjects were led blindfolded in the chamber, facing one of the loudspeakers in a standing position. White noise bursts were radiated in random order from the “front” or from the “rear” loudspeaker and subjects had to determine the direction by calling “front” or “rear”. Statistical evaluation of error rates showed no significant difference between the groups.

2.3.2 Absolute localization

Using only one of the speakers with a frame around it showing the coordinate system for the evaluation, another listening test was installed (see Fig. 4). Subjects sat on a chair with a laser pointer on a finger. After losing orientation (by randomly turning the chair back and forth), source directions of 0, ±45, and ±90 degrees were set by rotating the chair. The subject had to point with the pointer to the sound source while it was radiating a white noise signal. Errors in degrees were collected in the horizontal and vertical plane. Statistical evaluation of error rates showed no significant difference between the groups.

Figure 3: Blindfolded subject during the experiment to detect the corner by tapping with the white cane.

Figure 4: Subject in a test installation pointing with the laser pointer mounted on a finger. The coordinate system is painted on the white board, sound source is in the origin, error rates can be recorded easily in degrees both in horizontal and vertical plane. “Out-of-frame” error can occur if the red dot is outside the board, i.e. the error is greater than 10 degrees in both planes.

2.4 Virtual localization

For experiments in virtual reality, a computer-based playback system with a good quality headphone is needed and a simulation of sound source directions has to be implemented. This is usually done with digital filtering of the Head-Related Transfer Functions [22].

The details of our experiment have already been published [7]. 28 blind and 40 sighted persons were involved using a 2-D virtual audio display in front of the listener. The measurement setup included a Beachtron rendering card and software, Sennheiser HD540 headphone, 300 ms white noise excitation and human HRTFs from a pre-recorded database in 30 degree spatial resolutions. Localization tasks included:

- Localization of static images in front and back of the listener in an absolute measurement to reveal in-the-head localization and front-back errors.
- Identification of a (virtually) moving sound source around the head (direction of circling) as well as of movements of the sound source up and down in the horizontal plane.
- Source discrimination task within a Minimum-Audible-Angle (MAA) including two 300 ms white noise burst separated by silence. MAA values were determined for a moving source left, right, up, and down compared to a static source in the origin in front of the listener.
- A sound source discrimination task on a 3 × 3 grid in a 2-D Virtual Audio Display.

Based on T-tests (5% significance) blind subjects delivered better results on a 3 × 3 grid and in localizing static frontal sources. Reason for the latter is the decreased number of front-back reversals. In the case of moving sources, they were more accurate in determining movements around the head in the horizontal plane. On the other hand, sighted participants performed better during tests in which the task was to listen to ascending movements in the median plane and to identify sound sources in the back. Results of an MAA measurement in front of the listener (measuring their ability to detect descending movements and in-the-head localization rates) are almost identical for the two groups. In general, blind subjects performed at least as well as sighted subjects on this virtual audio display. Other factors, such as gender, age, having a musical background or even absolute pitch, or being born blind had no statistically significant influence on the results.

3. DISCUSSION

We only examined the experimental results from the engineering point (application level) point of view, not from a psychological perspective.

In non-virtual environments, blind subjects performed better only in the echolocation task. Devices, ETAs and applications using reflections and echo are recommended in the development of future equipment in assistive technology.
virtual audio in general (except frontal localization), and in other navigation and localization tasks, subjects from both groups performed almost equally proficiently. This suggests that any development targeting the visually impaired may include sighted subjects for testing if only localization performance is an issue. Because recruiting blind subjects is always a huge demand on experimental resources, using blindfolded sighted subjects can be a satisfying alternative for selected experiments. In addition, while blind people tend to be better in musical tasks and in echolocation, they have a low tolerance of headphones.

4. SUMMARY

Results of listening tests in different environmental conditions were briefly presented in a comparative manner between blind and blindfolded sighted participants in order to contribute to answering the question of whether blind people are superior to sighted people in their hearing abilities. There is no statistically significant difference in the hearing threshold levels, in the outdoor navigation task during “walking straight”, in the front-back-reversal and absolute localization error rates in the anechoic chamber and during most of the virtual localization tasks. On the other hand, blind persons performed significantly better using echolocation during outdoor navigation and they had less front-back errors in virtual localization. The everyday general statement about blind people hearing “better” was not supported. Future work will include psychological and perceptual evaluation of the experiments.
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